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Nexam Chemical appoints Marcus Nyberg as new CFO
Nexam Chemical has recruited Marcus Nyberg as new CFO for the
company. Nyberg will assume his position on August 1, 2019.
Marcus Nyberg has an MBA from Lunds University and most recently comes from a position as CFO
for LGT Logistics. He has a broad experience within finance and controlling in fast-growing and
dynamic international companies. Nyberg has experience from establishing international
businesses where implementation of administrative processes and financial reporting has been a
vital part. Marcus also has a background as auditor. He will be a member of the management team
and will assume his position on August 1, 2019.
“It is very gratifying that we have been able to recruit Marcus Nyberg as new CFO for Nexam
Chemical. As a listed company and in phase of fast growth, Marcus will, with his experience,
strongly contribute to the company´s continued development. Governance and control are of great
importance as we grow our business and I am convinced that he will be very valuable for the
company. I look forward to start working together with him,” says Johan Arvidsson, CEO.
“Nexam Chemical is in a very interesting phase of growing and I look forward to start working and
to understand the business activities. I believe that my background and the experience I have from
other companies in strong growth will contribute to Nexam Chemical´s development,” says Marcus
Nyberg.
Note: This press release has been translated from Swedish. The Swedish text shall govern for all purposes and prevail in case
of any discrepancy with the English version.

For further information please contact:
Johan Arvidsson, CEO, +46-708 97 44 39, johan.arvidsson@nexamchemical.com
___________________________________________________________________________
About Nexam Chemical
Nexam Chemical develops technology and products that make it possible to significantly improve the
production process and properties of most types of plastics in a cost-effective manner and with
retained production technology. The improved properties include strength, toughness, temperature
and chemical resistance as well as service life. The improvements in properties that can be achieved
by using Nexam Chemical's technology make it possible to replace metals and other heavier or more
expensive materials with plastics in a number of applications. In applications where plastic is already
used, Nexam Chemicals products can improve the manufacturing process, reducing material use and
enable more environmental friendly alternatives. Example of commercial applications: pipe
manufacturing, foam production and high-performance plastics. More information about the
business will be found on www.nexamchemical.com. The company´s Certified Adviser is FNCA
Sweden AB. FNCA Sweden AB can be reached at info@fnca.se or by phone +46-8 528 00 399.
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